Freedom Reigns Ranch exists to ignite hope with the help of a horse by providing free mentorship to young people who
have been through life-challenges. To date, the Ranch has provided over 8,000 hours of ministry in Middle Tennessee.
We currently operate with limitations of a leased property and therefore can only:
- operate 3 days per week
- have 9 session horses
- welcome 50 participants per month
...leaving 94 applications on the waiting list without help. We can’t ask these young people to wait an entire year to get
the support they need. We have to do something about this and you can help. We are taking a step of faith to place a
"contingent on funding" offer on property in Spring Hill and need the funds to do so!

We need to raise the funds to purchase a permanent home. With man, it's impossible. But God makes it...

#UN impossible!

Ways You Can Help!
Pray for favor for
Freedom
Reigns
Ranch and that lives
will be changed in the
process
of
this
fundraising need. We
covet your support
through prayer to help
lay the foundation of
this new chapter.

Rally: Share about this
need through social
media,
email
coworkers, call and text
your friends, and let
businesses, clubs, and
school know through
word-of-mouth. Every bit
of help makes a huge
difference.

A campaign for a forever home for Freedom Reigns Ranch

Determine at what level God is
leading you to partner with
Freedom Reigns Ranch. Is it:
Monthly financial giving? A one
time gift? Creating a fundraiser?
Find
available
naming
opportunities on our website to
see how you can create a legacy
of hope. You are needed in this
effort!
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Mail to: 1725 Barker Rd,
Thompsons Station, TN 37179
Venmo: @FreedomReignsRanch
Website:
www.freedomreignsranch.com
(Additional information about this effort is available on our
website or by calling (615) 736-3783)

